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ABSTRACT

The monitoring of operational performance is a crucial aspect of the management of equipment operation
and maintenance in many industries, including nuclear and thermal power plants. Monitoring involves the
collection and analysis of data on the operation. PWR steam generators operating experience is
sufficiently abundant to enable a systematic analysis of the failures of these important components of the
nuclear steam supply system, thereby pointing out effectual operating characteristics essential for a
examination of and improvements to the effectiveness and safety of nuclear power plants. The decision
to analyze PWR type nuclear power plants originated in their statistical superiority over all other types, a
fact that will certainly continue to be true in the future. Raw data used in the analysis come from
experience at various nuclear power plants collected in the IAEA Power Reactor Information System
(PRIS) and published in the agency's annual reports on operating experience since 1971.

In these paper an analysis was made of steam generators in operation, i.e., their malfunctions during the
plant life cycle with the aim of studying the characteristics of failure rate and repair rate. These values are
necessary parameters if we are to determine the reliability and availability of the steam generator as a
basis for the analysis of its effect on the safety and efficiency of the nuclear power plant. We analyzed
IAEA available data for period from 1971 to 1998. Each steam generator was monitored individually
during plants' lifetime. The data on steam generator failures were presented in uniform format, allowing
the consistency in failure classification and data reporting. Operational presence of the analyzed steam
generators is given for each calendar year and each lifetime year: the failure rate I and repair rate m wjth
associated boundaries are calculated. The general trends in calendar years performance indicators/(,u)
of steam generators is investigated. The distributions of lifetime I and m are formed, as a complemejit to ,.
the analysis of calendar years performance indicators. With aspect of steam generators influence ori
reliability and availability of nuclear power plants, the empirical probability distribution for failure rates and
repair rates are also constructed.
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